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The pilot’s meeting kicked off the  2022 John Pond Commemorative Old Time RC Contest! 
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SAM21 Current Affairs 

I guess “No News is Good News”? 

C.D. Bob Angel and A.C.D. Mike Myers did a fantastic job to make the 47th John Pond 

Commemorative O/T Contest happened. The weather could be better but the conditions on 

Saturday and early  Sunday made it a very challenging contest! Thank you Bob and Mike. 

See the contest by Bob Angel in this Clipper. 

Former SAM21 member Marvin Miller was inducted into the SAM  Hall of Fame at the 2021 

SAM Champ at Muncie, IN. Ed Hamler (SAM Hall Of Fame Committee Chairman) will present 

the award to Marvin at his home.  

SAM 21 Loren Schmidt Memorial Contest will be held at The Ranch on June 25-26, 2022. 

stay tuned for the contest flyer in the next Clipper. 

SAM 27 Crash and Bash will be held at The Ranch sometime in October, probably a couple 

weeks before the SAM Champ. More information later as I received them from SAM 27. 

2022 SAM Champ will be held at the Eldorado Dry Lake, Boulder City, NV.  October 17-21. 

More updated information will be available at the SAM web site,  

 

http://www.antiquemodeler.org/sam_new/SAM%20Champs/SAM%

20Champs.html 
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THE JOHN POND COMMEMORATIVE contest #47, just concluded, will probably be our biggest deal of 

the year, so we'll jump right in and make it the main theme this time. 

WEATHER threats were an issue. That news popped up the weekend before our contest. We'd  held last 

year's version of the event last October, due to fewer scheduling conflicts. We didn't want to reduce peoples 

attendance at other events (SAM Champs, Super Bowl, World Series, Olympics, etc.). The same threat of 

weather popped up before that contest and probably kept some folks home. But it turned out great, as there 

seems to be a kind of "weather hole" protecting Wekerle field, sort of like nearby Taft Weather. I think 

earthquakes even bypass them. 

 This year we monitored the Weather Underground predictions, which later matched actual conditions as 

closely as can be expected from professional weather guessers. The light rain overnight Saturday was a non-

issue while it gave us a car wash and settled the dust nicely. About the only not too flyable time was Saturday 

afternoon when the predicted wind kicked up quite suddenly, almost like a top fuel dragster coming off the 

line. 10 MPH avg., gusts to 20. 

 Sunday morning was nice and calm, but the high overcast showed little potential for thermals, so little flying 

occurred early. But the sun changed things to ideal warm weather, light breezes, and lots of big white cumulus 

and thermals. Some wanted to stretch the contest by an hour, but that was vetoed.  Aside from the breezy 

weather Saturday afternoon, and the great weather Sunday, conditions were mostly average and quite flyable 

for the weekend. 

ATTENDANCE was 50% higher than last year (15 signed in vs. 10 last time) mostly due to the guys from up 

North, who must have held a Pow-Wow to kick up more interest. I suspect Brian Sargent was one of the 

sparkplugs of that effort. Two groups of our stronger competitors, the Holman's and the Warner's were unable 

to make it this time, but others made up for the loss. And 4 fellows were given properly excused absences, left 

early and didn't get to fly. Unfortunately Dale Tower had a medical episode Saturday evening, so his co-pilot 

Phil Bernhardt made the correct decision to scoot themselves back home to Southern California for his well-

being.  

THE OIL WELLS, as we drove past the Maricopa/Taft fields were observed to all be busily pumping for the 

first time in months. Who knows whether it was with or against official government orders, but either way, 

hooray for them. 

   Here's the John Pond Perpetual sweepstake trophy. Seen in person, it's just over 
2-1/2 feet tall. Ed Hamler won it this year with Brian Sargent and Aric 
Wilmunder as runner's-up. 

 In 1975, Phil Kraft had donated the trophy for the inaugural meet, and the winner 
that first year was Otto Bernhardt, Phil Bernhardt's father. 

 We hope this trophy will eventually be accepted by the AMA museum, but we're 
still flying the event, and after nearly 50 years, we need more room for trophy 
plates. There's just one other plate on the back side, already filled with names. 
We hope some craftsman among us will volunteer to add another layer of walnut 
between the base and the upper part, so we can add up to four more horizontal 
trophy plates. We'd of course cover material costs. Bob Angel.  
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     EVENT      SHIP SIZE ENGINE    1    2    3     4 TOTAL 

A IGNITION               Or flyoff* 

1. Bob Angel Bomber .  340 Elfin Diesel  0:00 ?  7:00  6:45   7:00  14:00 

2. Mike Clancy Bomber  360 Elfin Diesel  6:47  6:39      13:16 

3. Aric Wilmunder Bomber  350 Elfin Diesel  7:00         7:00 

                  

B GLOW               

1. Brian Sargent Benny Boxcar  711 S. Tigre 29   1:16  3:58      5:14 

                  

C IGNITION                 

1. Steve Roselle Lanzo  624 Super Cyke  7:41  9:00      16:41 

                  

TEXACO                

1. Ed Hamler Airborn 1350 Ohlsson 60  20:14        20:14 

                  

E TEXACO                 

1. Jim Wiseman Bomber  630  Astro 010  44:12        44:12 

2. Brian Chan Lanzo RC-1 1010 Neu 1506  40:05        40:05 

3. Loren Kramer Playboy cabin   288 HiMax 3516  10:27        10:27 

4. Stewart Saunders Bomber   825    10:25        10:25 

5. Sam Niece Playboy   787 Astro .15    4:50          4:50 

                  

O&R SIDEPORT                 

1. Ed Hamler Benny Boxcar  719 O&R 60   7:00   0:59        7:59 

2. Brian Sargent Clipper  678 O&R 60   7:00          7:00 

                  

O.T. GLIDER                 

1. Aric Wilmunder Olympic II  982 Hi-start   3:17         3:17 

2. Steve Roselle Spirit  660 Hi-start   0:17   2:14   0:29     3:00 

3. Brian Chan Olympic II  982 Hi-start   1:53   LOF       1:53 

                  

SPEED 400                 

1. Jim Wiseman Fubar  419 HiMax 400   7:00   5:29      12:29 

2.. Mike Clancy Atomizer  282    S-400   5:28   5:19   0:29  4:06  10:47 

3. Aric Wilmunder Viking  288    S-400   4:38   4:48        9:26 

4. Sam Niece Playboy  317    S-400   3.18   3:13   4:03  3:19    7:22 

5. Loren Kramer Playboy cabin  288    S-400   3:43   3:18        7:01 

6. Stewart Saunders Hayseed  320    S-400   3:53   2:59        6:52 

7. Brian Chan PB-2  300    S-400   4:29          4:29 

RESULTS-JOHN POND COMMEMORATIVE OT/RC CONTEST #47 

SATURDAY MARCH 19, 2022 SHOWN FIRST 

LOF= Landed Out of the Field limits. (0 score). Highlighted scores are the ones counted in the total. 

? That question mark by the zero at the top entry represents an aborted takeoff release, not an LOF. 

THANKS TO:  A) The Greenfield Flyers.  B) Co-Contest Director Mike Myers who volunteered to record scores and 
perform other associated tasks, allowing me to fly an event, while also being less busy and therefore making fewer 
mistakes. (I still managed a few mistakes despite his efforts.)  C) All attendees for your cooperative efforts which helped 
make this a good affair. 

 Everyone seemed fairly "gruntled" and the atmosphere felt more like a fun fly than a contest. Mike and I were paid well 
with nice compliments. Had we been putting on a stand-up comedy routine, we would have thanked you guys for being a 
great audience. Bob Angel, C.D.  
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     EVENT      SHIP SIZE   ENGINE    1    2    3    4 TOTAL 

A GLOW LER               Or flyoff* 

1. Brian Sargent Bomber  459 S. Tigre 19   5:28   2:50       8:18 

                  

B IGNITION                 

1. Ed Hamler Airborn  490 Torpedo 29    0:45   0:04   5:25     6:10 

                  

C GLOW                 

1. Mike Clancy Bomber  820 S. Tigre 35   9:00   6:33      15:33 

                  

ANTIQUE                 

1. Ed Hamler Bomber 1260 McCoy 60  10:00        10:00 

                  

½A TEXACO                 

1. Aric Wilmunder Viking  288 Cox .049    9:46   7:58      17:44 

2. Brian Sargent Anderson Pyl.  288 Cox .049    8:06   5:16   5:46    13:52 

3. Mike Clancy Alert  288 Cox 049    3:28   6:22   3:56    10:18 

4. Brian Chan Rec'd Hound  297 Cox 049    3:21   5:51        9:12 

                  

Elect. LMR                 

1. Brian Chan Playboy   800 O.S.  10:00  10:00      33:57* 

2. Jim Wiseman Lanzo Racer   800 Astro 020  10:00  10:00      32:33* 

3. Steve Roselle B Bombshell   844 outrunner    3:40  10:00 10:00    14:56* 

4. Brian Sargent Anderson Pyl. 1256 Neu 1506  10:00    5:03      15:03 

5, Stewart Saunders Hayseed   825    ?    5:08    6:15      11:13 

6: Loren Kramer Playboy cabin   582 Himax 3516    6:01          6:01 

                  

BROWN  LER Wasn't flown               

                  

SPEED 400 (B) 2 Min Run   15 Min max           

1. Steve Roselle Airborne  350   S-400    6:45   4:04 15:00    21:45 

2. Aric Wilmunder Viking  288   S-400  10:35   8:09      18:44 

3. Jim Wiseman Fubar  419 HiMax 400    1:55   6:35   6:16   7:21  13:56 

4. Loren Kramer Playboy cabin  288   S-400    6:04   6:06      12:10 

5. Brian Chan PB-2  300   S-400    5:40   6:22 LOF   5:12  12:02 

6. Mike Clancy Atomizer  282   S-400    5:55   5:33      11:28 

7. Sam Niece Fubar  419   S-400    4:02   4:26   5:16   4:40    9:56 

                  

                SUNDAY’S EVENTS –POND COMMEMORATIVE 2022 
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EVERYBODY WON something in the door prize type raffle for which each person entering received a free 
ticket, with none being sold. Everything had been donated, so why not? It started with just 4 donated kits that I 
hadn't had room to bring when we last did this. But Brian Sargent soon added several more items, including 
four unopened gallons of glow fuel, two of which were suitable for 1/2A Texaco operation. He also added a 
couple of kits, and I don't remember what else. Soon I noticed a fresh gallon of Coleman fuel had appeared. 
Things being what they are, the winner may have just poured the Coleman into their car. One of Marv Stern's 
transistor systems also popped up. Unfortunately, I didn't catch and list all the donors or donations, but 
everyone won at least one item, and thank you all for adding to the fun. 

 Rather than gather everybody in a big waste of time, we conducted the raffle low key, by drawing a name, 
notifying the winner to come pick a prize and pull the next ticket. Each winners ticket was retired until all had 
won something. We still had prizes left to start a second round.  

 If you wonder why you weren't given a 2 part ticket to fill out, it was because in the last minute's rush, either I 
couldn't find our ticket stash, or they were at our treasurer Jim Bierbauer's house. So part of an old deck of 
cards became raffle tickets. Ace through ten of clubs covered the first ten, and ace through 9 of hearts each had 
a 1 added by black Sharpie to serve as 11through nineteen. When a numbered card was drawn, we matched it 
with the number on the AMA signup sheet and that name became the winner. It was simpler with less bother 
and error than filling out 2 part tickets and messing with them.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DNF's, or Did Not Flies, were as numerous as actual recorded flight's for a couple of reasons. We've noticed 
for years that at our spring contests there are more equipment problems than in the fall. That's probably 
because of  the winter layoff in flying, along with a few newer ships being built that haven't been thoroughly 
tested. But whatever, it seems to be an off the cuff sorta, almost statistical fact. I heard several mechanical 
problems recited, and the Phil Bernhardt/ Dale Tower partnership didn't get to fly at all on their one day 
Saturday. But, hey Dale, one of the ships you built won the Class A ignition event. 

Ed Hamler starts the Super Tigre .35 in Mike Clancy's C glow Bomber with Aric 
Wilmunder as holder-launcher. The gang's all here in the background. RLA photo. 
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Steve Roselle preps for the day's flying while assistant CD and scorekeeper 
Mike Myers relaxes before the action begins. Check out Steve's model holding 
stand. Brian Chan photo. 

COVID has quietly been decreed a dead issue by the general public, as all levels of government pushed us too 

far and too long in controlling our lives. At the contest we didn't ignore the problem, but left it to the 

individual to decide on masks, etc. Few, if any masks were seen, and I didn't see  the supplied hand sanitizer 

used at all. I'm not sure if it was believed, but we announced at the pilots meeting, and actually did  have some 

covid test kits on hand in case anyone felt they might be showing signs of a fever, or whatever. They were 

nasal swab kits which yield a result in less than half an hour. We also keep a regular first aid kit on hand. 

Brian Sargent served up a surprise chili lunch out of his camper one day and supplied coffee for all Sunday 

morning, along with a few other goodies to add to our energy bar stash.  

SWEEPSTAKES SCORING: We've been using the simple method of awarding 3 points for a win, 2 for 2nd. 

And 1 for 3rd place for years. After the contest, Ed Hamler pointed out something that wasn't too noticeable 

previously, but appears obvious in this year's results. Many events earned three points when there was only 

one person who actually flew. 

 Ed described the system used by SAM 27, which seems fairer when some events have just 1 or 2 entrants. 

With only one entrant, a single sweepstakes point is awarded, and with two entrants, the winner gets 2 points 

and second place gets 1 point. This requires more careful attention by the adder-upper, but seems much fairer. 

We'll do that henceforth.  

PERPETUAL TROPHIES: We have several perpetual stand-up type trophies that we award to  each year's 

sweepstakes and certain event winners. After years of moving them back and forth to the field and into homes 

each year, it was becoming obvious that they were incurring mild "hangar rash" from handling. Also, many 

recipients were becoming reluctant to keep them for a year, with the onus of returning them for the next year. 

So we began commissioning a slightly bigger "keeper" plaque representing each trophy. This year, Steve 

Roselle won the  plaque for the Don Barrick perpetual trophy and inquired about its history. Here's a typical 

story:  
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DON BARRICK REMEMBERED: For our Spring 2003 contest we commemorated the passing of Don 

Barrick by naming that year's event The Don Barrick Memorial. Don's wife Kristin wanted to help honor him 

by donating a nice trophy in his honor. We conferred and opted to make it a stand-up perpetual trophy for the 

Class C Ignition event - Don's favorite. Kristin attended most of the meets with Don, but had to miss this one, 

so she penned the following nice note which we read at the banquet. 

 "Dear SAM 26 members: I hope you all have a great time flying. I just want to thank you for honoring Don 

today and I want you to know how much the sport meant to him. He loved flying, but most of all he appreciated 

his association with all of you. He felt he'd truly found his "Band of Brothers". He loved you all and was 

"sweet" on all your ladies. He thought you girls were very special to live with you guys. 

 So the next time you go flying, watch for a streak in the sky – cruising around, checking out your style and 

cheering you on. Don's not gone, just flying someplace else these days. 

My best to you all, 

Kristin Barrick" 

Brian Sargent ("Sarge") 

gives Brian Chan’s 1/2A 

Texaco Record Hound a 

good sendoff. It's the first 

time I can remember this 

design being flown in 1/2A 

size, but it looks to have good 

possibilities. A balky engine 

(not unusual for Cox  reed 

engines) didn't show us the 

ship's best performance. Nice 

weather all day on that first 

day of spring. Bob Angel 

photo. 

THE ONLY FLYOFF was 

in the Electric LMR event 

under ideal conditions 

Sunday afternoon. 

Here are (L. to R)., Jim 

Wiseman, Steve Roselle, 

and Brian Chan, all 

charged up and ready to go. 

They had a good peanut 

gallery, as many were 

finished flying for the day 

with little to do but 

schmooze, cheer, kibitz, and 

watch. Bob Angel  photo. 

The John Pond Commemorative Old Timer Contest report was borrowed from SAM26 Newsletter, The 

Coastal Flyer,  Bob Angel, Editor. Thank you , Bob. 
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More images from the John Pond Commemorative Contest. 

The Greenfield Flyers field, the shade structure is 

the pit area. 

Larry Jolly and the slightly modified 200%(?) 

Nogy glider, designed by Paul Gilliam and Bob 

Hunter, Flying Models 08/1959. 

 Bob Angel, C.D. 

Aric Wilmunder snapping picture of Mike Clancy 

working on his A Ignition Bomber engine. 

San Niece (SAM 21, 27) and Loren Kramer 

(SAM27).That is Sam’s 1/2A Kerswap on the fore 

ground (table?) and a Fubar. 

Jim Wiseman with a Speed 400 Fubar. 
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Your SAM21 editor with a 1/2A Record Hound. It 

was built by Dick Irwin. Steve Roselle Photo. 

Steve Roselle working on his Sp 400 Airborne. 

The well organized pit area of Ed Hamler and 

Stewart Saunders.  

This weather front came through about 10 a.m. 

Sunday! After that went passed us, the lift was 

incredible! 

Brian Sargent (as he puts on a heavy jacket) 

talking with Mike Clancy. 

The sky looked like this after the dark weather 

front passed through! 
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PRESIDENT: Brian Sargent:  15575 Upper Ellen Road, Los Gatos, CA 95033  Tele: 408-656-3662  E-mail: bhsargent@gmail.com  

VICE PREZ:   Tom Faith:    1132 Roy Avenue San Jose, CA 95125 Tele: 408-267-0645  E-mail: seaspider@att.net 

SECRETARY: Alan Peterson:  1115 Seena Avenue  Los Altos, CA 94024  Tele: 650-941-6557  E-mail: alansoars@aol.com 

TREASURER: Cliff Shekell: 2473 Briarwood Dr. San Jose, Ca. 95125  Tele: 408-269-5065 E-mail: tedbear1@pacbell.net  

MEMBERSHIP:  Steve Roselle:  16114 Janet Way, Grass Valley, Ca 95949  Tele: 650-465-1996  E-mail: sroselle@earthlink.net 

CHIEF EDITOR:  Brian Chan:  113 Starlite Drive, San Mateo, CA 94402 Tele: 650-867-8813 E-mail: SAM21editor@gmail.com 

COMP. COORDINATOR: Brian Sargent:  Same as  President, See above. 

Mail Form To Treasurer 

Cliff Shekell 

2473 Briarwood Drive 

San Jose, Ca 95125 

SAM 21—2022 Membership Application Form 

       

Check one: RETURNING MEMBER NEW MEMBER 

FULL MEMBER $10.00 ASSOCIATE MEMBER $10.00 (Newsletter only) 

Make Payment to  SAM21 

SAM No. ___________________ AMA No. ______________________ 

Name: ____________________________________________________ 

Address: __________________________________________________ 

City, State, Zip _____________________________________________ 

Phone: (            ) ______________ Cell: (            )_________________ 

Required for Full membership 

SAM membership can be renewal on-line. 
Go to http://www.mysamstore.com/     click on "Join/Renew Membership" onthe upper left . It will redirect 
you to a renewal form. Fill in the forma and click on the "submit form" button. The next page will be to select 
the online/print option. After that it will direct you to Paypal page to pay the dues. 


